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Ship is in port and getting ready to set sail for another year !! 

 

Any articles or any information you feel is important to the Association, 

please email me so that it could be published in the next Newsletter. 



WHAT CONSTITUTES ‘OPERATION’ OF A VEHICLE FOR DUI AND RECKLESS 
HOMICIDE 

A. Facts: Gutenstein was driving eastbound on I-74, weaving in and out of lanes, and driving 
at approximately 25 m.p.h.  A semi driver following engaged his hazard lights and, when 
Gutenstein came to a complete stop in the right lane of the highway, also stopped his semi.  
Gutenstein got out of his vehicle and walked to the berm/ditch area; the semi driver followed 
Gutenstein on foot to investigate and get Gutenstein to move his car.  Another semi-truck 
crashed into the rear of the first semi-trailer, causing the death of the driver of the second 
semi.  Gutenstein later provided a blood test which indicated an ACE of .13%. 

 

Gutenstein was charged with operating while intoxicated causing death and reckless homi-
cide.  He filed a motion to dismiss and a motion to suppress, arguing that he wasn’t operating 
the vehicle at the time of the crash and therefore couldn’t be charged with those crimes.  The 
trial court denied the motions and he appealed. 

B. Result: the Court of Appeals upheld the denial of the motions. 

C. Reason: This is a case of first impression in Indiana, meaning that this precise issue has 
never come up before.  The Court initially discussed the lack of evidence regarding the lapse 
of time between the time Gutenstein stopped his vehicle in the travelled portion of the road-
way and the time of the fatal crash. 

However, the Court determined that the time issue was not determinative of the question of 
whether or not Gutenstein operated the vehicle even though he was outside the vehicle when 
the crash occurred.  It held that once a person has put the vehicle in motion, or in a position 
posing a significant risk of causing a collision, such a person continues to operate the vehicle 
until it is returned to a position posing no such risk, and that this rule applies even if the per-
son is no longer in the vehicle. 

D. Learning point: For purposes of criminal law and procedure, ‘operation’ of a vehicle con-
tinues until the driver has moved the vehicle to a location that removes any risk of injury to 
the general public. 

 

E. Citation: Gutenstein v. State, 59 N.E.3d 984 (Ind.App. 2016). 
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        IACAI attorney Tim Cain 



WHAT VIRGINIA TECH LEARNED ABOUT 

HOW AND WHY WE CRASH OUR MOTOR-

CYCLES 

What do you learn if you pick 100 riders, put five video cameras and data

-logging equipment on their motorcycles and record them for a total of 

366,667 miles? 

Several things, some of which we knew, some surprising. Intersections are dangerous. We either need to pay 

better attention or work on our braking techniques, because we crash into the back of other vehicles way too 

often. We’re not good enough at cornering, especially right turns. And we drop our bikes a lot (probably more 

often than any of us imagined or were willing to admit). 

The study was done for the Motorcycle Safety Foundation by the Virginia Tech Transportation Institute. Of 

course there’s a lot more to it than those findings above, and I’ll get further into the results in a minute. But 

first, why do we need some men and women in lab coats to tell us why we crashed? 

Motorcycle crashes: Complex topic, scarce information 

The most commonly cited U.S. study of motorcycle crashes is the one known as the Hurt report. Researchers 

at the University of Southern California, led by Harry Hurt, went to motorcycle crash scenes to determine the 

causes. Unfortunately, that report came out in 1981, when cell phones were non-existent and a powerful mo-

torcycle made 90 horsepower. Plus, all those crashes studied were in Southern California. 



So even though the Hurt report was the best we had, it was short of perfect. Why does that matter? Well, if we 

don’t have hard evidence on why crashes happen, how can we make the right decisions to prevent them to 

keep ourselves safer? Or fight bad legislation intended to protect us from ourselves? Or provide better training 

for new riders? 

How Virginia Tech studied motorcycle crashes 

The VTTI researchers recruited 100 riders from age 21 to 79 in California, Arizona, Florida and Virginia. 

They outfitted their motorcycles with video cameras showing the rider’s face and forward, rear, left and right 

views. GPS and data loggers captured other information, such as brake pressure, acceleration, etc. 

This high-tech approach addressed another weakness of the Hurt report. As thorough as the USC team was 

back in the late 1970s, they had to gather information from crash scene clues and witnesses, including the rid-

ers themselves, when possible. In many cases, they found no evidence that riders took any action at all to avoid 

a crash, though riders often reported they did. The VTTI cameras and data loggers weren’t likely to change 

their story after the fact. 

While 366,667 miles of riding sounds like a lot, this study still falls short of fulfilling the hopes we had a dec-

ade ago of a comprehensive national study. The telling statistic is that in the entire study there were 30 crashes 

and 122 near-crash events. There are far more than 30 ways to crash a motorcycle, so drawing conclusions 

from that sample size is tricky. The inclusion of near-crashes helps, however. Sometimes those events teach us 

just as much or more than a crash. 

The VTTI team explains its methodology, including efforts to standardize and define terms and procedures. 

All the details are in a 20-page report you can download from the MSF. But here are some of the things I 

picked out. 

Beware intersections. Photo by Lance Oliver. 

https://www.msf-usa.org/downloads/msf100_2016/Risk_Factors_From_MSF_100_Study_Paper.pdf


Where we crash 

Intersections. No surprise there. VTTI created a system to calculate how much a certain scenario or riding be-

havior increased the odds of a crash or near-crash. An uncontrolled intersection presents nearly 41 times the 

risk of no intersection. A parking lot or driveway intersection is more than eight times as risky and an intersec-

tion with a signal is almost three times as risky. 

A downhill grade increased the risk by a factor of four while an uphill grade doubled it. Riders were nine times 

as likely to crash or have a near-crash incident on gravel or dirt roads than on paved roads. And riders were 

twice as likely to have an incident in a righthand turn than on a straight section of road (crossing the center line 

is considered a near-crash scenario, even if nothing else bad happens). 

How we crash 

We complain all the time about other people on the road trying to kill us, especially cars pulling into our paths. 

The VTTI study partially backs that up. Of the 99 crashes and near-crashes involving another vehicle, the three 

categories of other vehicles crossing the rider’s path add up to 19. 

Here’s the surprise, however. What’s the most common scenario? Riders hitting (or nearly hitting) another ve-

hicle from behind. There were 35 of those incidents.  

Are we really almost twice as likely to plow into a stopped car in front of us as to have someone pull into our 

path? Or should we write this off as the result of a small sample size? 

Maybe there are clues in the risk section. Researchers tried to break down rider behavior in crashes and near-

crash incidents into two categories: aggressive riding or rider inattention or lack of skills. The cameras and 

other data helped determine, for example, if the rider ran the red light because of inattention or aggressive rid-

ing. 

The study found that aggressive riding increased risk by a factor of 18 while inattention or lack of skill in-

creased it by a factor of nine. Combine the two, and odds of an incident increased by 30. 

Now here's one of the less dramatic findings, but an interesting one, just the same. It seems we drop our bikes 

a lot. Or at least the riders in the study did. More than half the crashes were incidents some riders wouldn't de-

fine as a crash — not a dramatic collision but an incident defined as a case where the "vehicle falls coincident 

with low or no speed (even if in gear)" not caused by another outside factor. Rider inattention or poor execu-

tion are to blame. The study finds "These low-speed 'crashes' appear to be relatively typical among everyday 

riding," but they are incidents that would never be included in a different kind of study of motorcycle crashes. 

The cameras, however, capture it all, even our mundane but embarrassing moments. 

 

             Next Page 



What we can learn 

Of course the practical goal for the MSF in funding this study is to find ways to improve its curriculum for 

teaching new riders and the study ends with some suggestions. For all of us, however, anything that gets us 

thinking about where we can be better (and therefore safer) riders is worth a little of our time and thought. 

Here’s one thing I know I personally need to work on constantly, and I suspect many of you do, too. We need 

to look further ahead. It applies on the street, on the track, everywhere. One of the other risk factors the VTTI 

researchers found that I haven’t mentioned yet is that maneuvering to avoid an object, whether a pedestrian, an 

animal or something lying in the road, increases the risk factor by 12. Combine that with the high number of 

riders hitting another vehicle from behind and I get the feeling we’re just not paying close enough attention. 

We’re not keeping our eyes up and looking far down the road, to see the developing situation that is going to 

cause the driver in front of us to slam on his brakes, or to spot the hunk of exploded truck tire lying in our lane. 

Those things are taking us by surprise and we’re not giving ourselves enough time to react. 

One thing professional riding coaches teach at the track is to keep your eyes up and look farther ahead. That 

essentially slows down the action, because you have more time to react to what you see if you’re looking fur-

ther ahead. If you’re looking at what’s right in front of you on the track (or street), you’re looking at the past, 

not the future. It’s already too late for you to do anything about what’s 20 feet ahead of your front tire. 

The VTTI study isn’t the last word on motorcycle crashes, but that’s OK. There should never be a last word, 

because we should never stop talking and learning about it. 



     Secretary’s  

                               Section 

Hello all: 

As promised, I am going to attempt to stimulate your thought process and crash investigation and 

reconstruction skills. I’m starting with some basic information that probably all of you know or at 

least refresh  those skills that you may have forgotten or lost for lack of application. 

The  three (3) components involved in the transportation system  are: 

1. Highway      2.Vehicle       3.Driver  

I know I’ve heard that or read that somewhere before!!  HaHa 

And:  

There are basically three (3) types of vehicles that you as law enforcement officers encounter  most 

often: 

1. Automobiles  2. Motorcycles  3. Trucks and semi-trailers 

Rule of thumb for semi-trucks on dry surface: Use 80-85% of drag factor if  all brakes  (100%) are 

functioning and  within the adjustment limit .   Also,  if the surface is wet then no adjustment for the 

drag factor. 

Be aware that the  driver of semi-trucks can brake  the trailer brakes only...all braking must be ac-

counted for and all brakes should be checked for application.   

And: 

Automobiles, Motorcycles and Trucks-Semi Trailers  are braked  differently which means the drag 

factor may vary and which must be accounted for during braking. 

 

And: 

Over the years , technology has changed how we as Accident Investigators and Reconstructionists, 

must now reconstruct crashes.  For example: ABS braking  and ACM (airbag control module). 

These types of vehicles may have the capability to have different drag factors values assessed to these 

vehicles involved in crashes. 

  



And: 

There are basically two (2) institutions of learning that probably most law enforcement officers have 

attended : 

NUCPS—Northwestern University Center for Public Safety (Formerly known as the Northwestern 

University  Traffic Institute  NUTI), Evanston, IL 

IPTM—Institute of Police Technology & Management,  Jacksonville, FL 

 

And: 

There are three (3) levels of crash investigators/reconstructionists: 

1. Advanced Crash Investigator 

2. Technical Crash Investigator 

3. Crash Reconstructionist 

 

 

 Your association  

works for you! 

 The IACAI is a non-profit organization 

dedicated to the professional education 

and training of crash investigators and    

reconstructionists throughout the State 

of Indiana.   Training is open to all crash 

investigators, employed by or retired 

from a public safety agency. 



Pre-impact skidding. 

Probable  indication of truck tire in this older picture. 

Now trucks have ABS brakes and these types of tire skids may not be as readily ob-

servable. 

Practice  Case 



Suppose you are called to the scene of a  PI-crash /possible fatal and you observed that a tri-axle 

dump truck had driven off the road where it struck a parked vehicle in the process. You note and 

measure that the tri-axle dump truck had skidded 100-ft on the roadway.  And let’s say that the tri-

axle dump truck had traveled another 100-ft off the right side of the roadway before coming to final 

rest.  Also, the tri-axle dump truck struck a parked vehicle  90-ft after traveling off the roadway          

(190-ft total from the start of the skid to parked vehicle).  And then it traveled another 10-ft to final 

rest. (200-ft  from onset of skidding to final rest). And for the purposes of this exercise, let’s  say that 

the tri-axle dump truck traveled in the grass when it left the road. Also for the purposes of this exer-

cise, the roadway and grass are level, and the roadway was dry. The posted speed limit for this 

stretch of road is  40-MPH. 

Now for the tri-axle dump truck : it has  air-brakes on all axles and it is carrying a load of 

30,000-lbs. The tri-axle dump truck weighs 25,000-lbs without the load.   No ABS brakes  on this 

vehicle. 

Let’s assume that the driver of the dump truck is unconscious and seriously injured and eventually 

dies as a result of his injuries before you are able to obtain a statement.  

There are no witnesses. 

So now some of the basic investigation begins: 

Make the crash scene safe. 

Attend to any  injured parties. 

Request additional units if necessary. 

Attempt to locate witnesses if any. 

Document the crash scene (i.e. photos & measurements). 

 

1.What was the speed of the tri-axle dump truck at the onset of skidding? 

2.What was the speed of the tri-axle dump truck on the grass only? 

3.What was the speed of the tri-axle dump truck at the onset of skidding if 

the roadway and grass were wet? 

 

Assume that the brakes were functional and all are with in the adjustment limit. 

Assume a drag factor of .66 for asphalt  and a .44 for the grass. 

Steering  axle normal  air chambers are T-24 

Rear axles normal  air chambers are  T-30/30 





IPTM 

2017 Schedule of  Upcoming Training classes   

At-Scene Traffic Crash/Traffic Homicide  

Investigation (Online-Accelerated)                              Online                    3/13/2017  3/24/2017   $1095.00 

At-Scene Traffic Crash/Traffic  

Homicide Investigation    Jacksonville, Florida          3/20/2017  3/31/2017    $1095.00 

Forensic Evidence from Crash Fatalities  Jacksonville, Florida          3/20/2017  3/22/2017    $595.00 

Pedestrian/Bicycle Crash Investigation - Level I (Online)           3/20/2017  4/17/2017    $695.00 

Advanced Traffic Crash Investigation (Online)            3/27/2017  6/4/2017       $825.00 

Advanced Traffic Crash Investigation  Jacksonville, Florida          4/3/2017  4/14/2017     $1095.00  

Pedestrian/Bicycle Crash  

Investigation - Level I    Jacksonville, Florida          4/10/2017  4/14/2017     $795.00  

Traffic Crash Reconstruction    Jacksonville, Florida          4/17/2017  4/28/2017     $1095.00  

Advanced Traffic Crash Investigation (Online-Accelerated)          4/24/2017  5/5/2017       $1095.00  

At-Scene Traffic Crash/Traffic Homicide  Lawrence, Indiana          6/19/2017  6/30/2017     $1095.00  

  

 

See IPTM website for class schedule for other training venues  

 

FYI...IPTM is coming to Lawrence PD (Indianapolis area) in June of 2017  

 

 



NUCPS 

2017 Schedule of  Upcoming Training classes   

Crash Investigation 1       3/20/17  3/31/17   $ 1165 

Crash Investigation 2       4/3/17  4/14/17   $ 1165 

Vehicle Dynamics       4/17/17  4/21/17   $ 945  

Motorcycle Crash Reconstruction  on– Demand 

Crash Investigation 2 Online – Self-Paced    Spring 2017   $ 945  

Crash Investigation 1 Online – Self-Paced    Spring 2017   $ 945  

   

All classes are conducted at NUCPS 

See NUCPS website for class schedule for other training courses  

IACAI Tenative Training Seminars for 2017 

 

Forensic Examination of Crash Injuries Mishawaka Police Dept   3-22-17 

UAV Use in Crash Reconstruction                             Mishawaka/South Bend    6-21-17 

Hands on Crash Photography    Lebanon      9-20-17 

Traffic Legal Update & Search Warrants  TBD      11-15-17 

September 6-7, 2017  Recon Refresher (2-day) (Reconstructionist Only) 

 

IACAI is also attempting to schedule a week long Photogrammetry Class in either April or September 2017 . 

 

https://registration.nucps.northwestern.edu/courseDisplay.cfm?schID=852
https://registration.nucps.northwestern.edu/courseDisplay.cfm?schID=854
https://registration.nucps.northwestern.edu/courseDisplay.cfm?schID=856
https://registration.nucps.northwestern.edu/courseDisplay.cfm?schID=1014
https://registration.nucps.northwestern.edu/courseDisplay.cfm?schID=1009


 Answers for Problems 

Probably the first thing that comes to mind, is that the tri-axle dump truck skidded 200-ft before 

coming to final rest.  And,  the posted speed limit is 40-MPH...that should be a red flag . 

 This is basically a slide-to-stop crash situation  because the tri-axle dump truck is almost to final 

stop before it lightly  

Again,  we are assuming that all  air-brakes are working  (100 %) and  that all brakes are with-in 

adjustment limits.  And , no ABS-brakes. 

Because this is a heavy duty dump truck with  air-brakes, you must adjust for the drag factor and 

you should apply an adjustment of  80-85 %  of  .66 for the roadway.  Do the same for the grass. 

 

I’m going to use the 85% for asphalt 

.85  x  .66 =  .56 drag factor 

Distance  =  100-ft  asphalt 

Distance  =  100-ft grass 

 

I’m going to use the  85%  for grass   

.85  x  .44 =  .37 drag factor 

and then I will also use the normal .44 drag factor so you can see a range 

 

I’m going to use the energy  formula and the velocity formula:   

E = F  x  W  x D 

F =  drag factor      W =  weight of vehicle    D =  distance 

Weight of vehicle is the total weight which means the load if any. 

 



 Answers for Problems 

E =  .37  x   55,000-lbs  x  100-ft                         E = 2,035,000-ft –lbs   in grass 

E =  .44  x 55,000-lb  x  100-ft   E = 2,420,000-ft-lbs     in grass 

 

E = .56 x  55, 000-lbs  x  100 –ft    E = 3,080,000-ft-lbs    on asphalt  

 

E total = 2,035,000-ft-lbs  +  3,080,000-ft-lbs  

E total = 5,115,000-ft-lbs 

 

√ = square root symbol 

 

Velocity  =   √ E-total  x  2(32.2)/ w 

Velocity  =   77.38 fps    or     52.7 MPH 

 

E total = 2,420,000-ft-lbs  +  3,080,000-ft-lbs  

E total = 5,500,000-ft-lbs 

 

Velocity  =   √ E-total  x  2(32.2)/ w 

Velocity  =   80.24 fps    or     54.6 MPH 

 

So the answer to question #1  is  a minimum range of : 52.7 MPH to 54.6 MPH 

The answer to question #2 is a minimum range of :  33.25 MPH to 36.26 MPH 

 



 Answers for Problems 

For wet roadway and wet grass 

E =  .44  x 55,000-lb  x  100-ft   E = 2,420,000-ft-lbs     in grass 

 

E = .66 x  55, 000-lbs  x  100 –ft    E = 3,630,000-ft-lbs    on asphalt  

 

E total = 2,420,000-ft-lbs  +  3,630,000-ft-lbs  

E total = 6,050,000-ft-lbs 

 

√ = square root symbol  

 

Velocity  =  √  E-total  x  2(32.2)/ w 

Velocity  =   84.16 fps    or     57.33 MPH 

 

So the answer to question #3  is  a minimum of : 57.33 MPH  

 

Remember: This is a practice case.  

As you all know, technology is changing all the time.  You should be aware of  how technology has 

changed and  how it has been incorporated into different vehicles for the purposes of crash re-

construction. 

i.e.  ABS brakes,  new and  improved air-brakes,  different types of air-brakes (T-12  thru T-30)

and of course lack of air-brakes.   EV (Electric vehicles) 

      CAUTION  

Truck semi-trailer  (CMV) crash reconstruction is a completely different type of 

Crash Reconstruction. If you don’t have the training , don’t assume that it can be 

completed like an automobile Reconstruction. 


